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This planning study was performed to compare stereotactic linac based radiosurgery of 
Arteriovenous Malformations (AVM) with current Helical Tomotherapy (HT) and future HT 
techniques. For 10 patients with AVM, dose distributions and treatment times of “regular” HT 
delivery (Reg 2.5/1/0.6 cm field width), Running-Start-Stop Treatment (RSS 5/2.5 cm), Axial 
Mode (Axial 5 cm) and Dynamic Jaw/Dynamic Couch delivery with a maximum field width of 
5 cm (DJDC 5) were analysed and compared to linac-based stereotactic radiosurgery. Axial 
produced the fastest treatment (Axial 4:47 min vs. Linac 32:42 min) at the cost of large brain 
exposure (V10% 289 ml). Except for Reg 0.6, all other HT techniques achieved significantly 
shorter treatment times than linac-based treatment (e.g. Reg 1, 19:42 min, DJDC 6:30 min). 
However, high-dose brain exposure (V60%) was higher in all HT plans (e.g. Reg 0.6, 10 ml, 
Linac 9 ml), and only Reg 0.6 showed better low-dose exposure (V10% of 167 ml vs. 199 ml, 
not significant). Neither current nor future HT modes in their current version outperformed 
linac-based stereotactic radiosurgery. However, AVM with special geometry might still  
benefit from HT.

Key words: Helical tomotherapy; Dynamic jaws/Dynamic couch; Arteriovenous malformation; 
Radiosurgery.

Introduction

Arteriovenous malformations (AVM) are aberrant fistulous connections between 
arteries and veins bypassing the normal capillary bed. They occur in 0.2-0.8% of 
the normal population (1). Untreated cerebral AVMs pose a constant risk of hem-
orrhage and subsequent neurological impairments. Annual rates of major hemor-
rhages reported in literature vary from 2 to 17% (2). Of these, up to 29% take a 
lethal course (3). 

AVM are amenable to various treatment options, including surgery, embolisation 
and radiosurgery (4-7). All treatment modalities aim at the total obliteration of the 
AVM while preserving normal brain function. To date, radiosurgery is either per-
formed using a conventional linear accelerator, a gamma knife or a CyberKnife 
setup (8-10). Past reports have shown that radiosurgical treatment of AVM is safe 
in adults and children (11-13). Complete obliteration after radiosurgery occurs in 
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60-90% of patients with a time latency of 1-3 years during 
which the risk of intracerebral hemorrhage remains elevated. 

The technical details of Helical Tomotherapy (HT) have 
been discussed in detail before. Essentially, a HT unit is a 
hybrid of a 6 MV linear accelerator and a helical CT scan-
ner. Treatment is performed using a rotating fan beam. With 
the patient being moved through the gantry bore, the treat-
ment beam forms a helix (14). The beam is modulated by 
a very fast moving, pneumatically driven binary multi leaf 
collimator and can be shaped into different beam widths 
depending on the opening angle of the secondary collima-
tor (jaws). In an inverse treatment planning process, the 
MLC conformation is optimised to obtain highly conformal 
radiation doses to the target (15). For the treatment of small 
malignant brain tumours, especially in close proximity to 
critical organs at risk, Yartsev et al. have shown that HT 
achieves better target dose uniformity and similar sparing 
of organs at risk compared to other photon techniques (3D 
conformal radiotherapy, stereotactic arc therapy and step-
and-shoot IMRT) (16). HT allows the delivery of dose in a 
single fraction as in other radiosurgery protocols. However, 
due to a maximum gantry rotation period of 60 seconds 
and a minimal beam thickness of 1 cm, treatment delivery 
must often be broken into two or more delivery runs. When 
comparing intracranial stereotactic radiotherapy plans for 
coplanar and non-coplanar step-and-shoot IMRT with HT 
plans, Han et al. found a better dose conformity and dose 
gradients in HT plans. Yet, treatment times for HT were sig-
nificantly longer (17). In a publication by Soisson et al. (18) 
that compared HT radiosurgery to linac-based radiosurgery 
with round collimators, HT yielded better conformity and 
similar homogeneity. While the volume of brain exposed to 
12 Gy or more was slightly higher for HT, the predicted risk 
of symptomatic radiation necrosis was comparable to the 
clinically observed ranges.

Compared to gamma knife stereotactic radiosurgery of brain 
lesions, a limitation of HT is the exposure of larger volumes 
of healthy tissue to low radiation doses, in other words, the 
formation of a bigger dose penumbra (19, 20). This penum-
bra is caused by the fact that the jaws are constantly open 
and that dose delivery starts as soon as the inferior border 
of the jaws reaches the superior border of the treatment vol-
ume and does not stop until the superior jaw border reaches 
the inferior PTV border. The dimension of the craniocaudal 
penumbra is defined by the chosen field width (21, 22). In 
addition, since dose is delivered from 360°, the lateral pen-
umbra is also larger than with techniques that use defined 
beam angles.

Recent prototypes in HT technique attempt to address 
this drawback: The running-start-stop (RSS) mode uses a 

dynamic opening of the jaws at the superior and inferior 
PTV borders while maintaining a constant field width dur-
ing passage of the PTV. This has already been proposed by 
Mackie et al. in the initial Tomotherapy publication in 1993 
(23). This way, the dose penumbra can be reduced to the 
order of regular beams and bigger field widths can be cho-
sen, resulting in shorter treatment times. In dynamic jaw/
dynamic couch (DJDC) Mode, constantly moving jaws cre-
ate dynamic field widths and sharp dose gradients. Com-
bined with variable couch travel speed, treatment times 
can be shortened while maintaining high dose conformal-
ity and sharp dose gradients (24, 25). The Axial Mode is a 
non helical delivery mode of Tomotherapy and addresses 
the problem of long treatment times: For radiosurgery of 
target volumes not larger than the field width, treatment can 
be delivered with a dynamic secondary collimator while the 
couch remains static. Thus, a substantial decrease in treat-
ment time can be obtained.

Therefore, we conducted a plan comparison study on 10 
patients with AVM with a broad range of sizes and shapes to 
highlight advantages and drawbacks of “regular” HT deliv-
ery and future Tomotherapy techniques, that are currently not 
available for clinical treatments, compared with linac-based 
stereotactic radiosurgery.

Materials and Methods

Patients

Ten consecutive patients with AVM were treated with 
3D-conformal radiosurgery on a Linac at our facility in 2008. 
This patient selection was made with the intent to include a 
broad spectrum of AVMs concerning size (minimum 0.1 ml, 
maximum 17.23 ml, average 3.58 1/2 5.41 ml), localisation 
and shape (see Table I). 

Table I
AVM characteristics: Localisation, volume and prescription dose 
(80% dose 5 prescription isodose).

Localisation Volume (ml)
80% dose 

(Gy)

Left cerebellar 0.1 19
Right occipital 0.2 18
Left basal ganglia 0.3 18
Left thalamic 0.7 16
Left temporo-occipital 0.7 18
Quadrigeminal lamina and  
 pineal gland

0.9 18

Left temporo-occipital 2.9 20
Left basal ganglia 3.2 17
Right temporal periventricular 8.8 18
Left parietal 17.2 18
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Radiotherapy Planning

Planning was based on a contrast enhanced high-flow CT-
angiography with 2 mm slice thickness. A fusion with digital 
subtraction angiography was performed for target volume 
definition. Fixation was conducted under local anesthesia 
with an invasive stereotactic head frame.

Flow characteristics and size of the AVM nidus were detected 
and the nidus was included in the PTV. A DICOM export 
of these data to the planning CT used for HT planning was 
not possible due to technical reasons, so PTVs were copied 
meticuously by hand.

For physical reasons, dose distribution in 3D radiosurgery on 
a Linac is arranged concentrically around a dose maximum 
in the middle with a dose gradient to the edge. Tradition-
ally, radiation dose is prescribed to the 80% isodose which 
should enclose the PTV. This dose distribution is not typi-
cal for HT which is designed to achieve a homogenous dose 
distribution. In order to exactly reproduce the classical radio-
surgery dose distribution, we used a internal structure within 
the PTV generated by 3 mm isotropic 3D subtraction. 100% 
of the dose was prescribed to the center volume and 80% to 
the external ring to create similar dose gradients as in Linac-
based radiosurgery. Depending on AVM size, the prescribed 
doses varied from 16 to 20 Gy on the enclosing 80% isodose 
(see Table I), resulting in maximum doses of 20 to 25 Gy.

Planning for Linac-based radiosurgery was done on a com-
mercial planning system (STP, Stryker-Leibinger, Freiburg,  
Germany). Eight patients with complex nidus shapes were 
treated using a manually driven Micro-Multileaf collimator 
(MMLC, Brandis Medizintechnik Vertriebs GmbH, Weinheim,  
Germany) with a minimal leaf width of 1.8 mm in the isocen-
ter. Treatment was delivered via 10-11 individually shaped 
beams. For the two patients with small spherical AVMs that 
could be covered with one round collimator, treatment was 
performed with a round collimator and 9 arcs in order to 
speed up treatment. If a spherical AVM was too large to be 
covered by one round collimator, the MMLC was used.

Inverse planning for regular HT delivery was done with the 
Tomotherapy planning station version 3.1.2.9. Three differ-
ent plans with field widths of 0.6 cm, 1 cm and 2.5 cm (Reg 
0.6, Reg 1 and Reg 2.5) were created. To date, the 0.6 cm 
field width is a research beam and not available for clinical 
use. Although the 2.5 cm field width was not considered to 
be clinically suitable due to the big 2.5 cm dose penumbra, 
it was still planned in order to provide plans for direct com-
parison with the advanced techniques that all use maximum 
field widths bigger than 1 cm. In all three plans, a pitch of 0.1 
was chosen to enable multiple rotations for a single voxel 

and to have enough time for radiosurgical high single dose 
application.

Inverse planning for advanced HT delivery was performed 
on the research planning station version 6.1.0.10. For each 
patient a RSS plan with 2.5 cm and 5 cm field width (RSS 
2.5, RSS 5) were created. For the respective DJDC and Axial 
plans, a maximum field width of 5 cm (DJDC 5 and Axial 5) 
was chosen; the actual jaw opening was modulated during the 
planning process by the software.

Plan Evaluation

The dose to the organs at risk was evaluated by comparing 
their maximum or mean dose, depending on serial or parallel 
organisation of the OAR.

The integral dose to the brain could not be calculated for 
technical reasons in the two cases treated with round collima-
tors, so we used V10%, V20%, V40% and V60% (volumes receiv-
ing 10-60% of the prescribed dose, in ml) for the evaluation 
of brain exposure. For each patient, the brain exposure in the 
HT plans were normalized to the linac plan, based on D99.

As the dose distribution in radiosurgery is traditionally not 
homogenous, we evaluated D1 and D99 (dose to 1% and 99% 
of the PTV, in Gy) for the different PTVs instead of Unifor-
mity index.

Statistical Analysis

Calculations of statistical significance were performed with a 
paired Student’s t-test. A p-value of p , 0.05 was considered 
statistically significant.

Results and Discussion

Treatment Time

Dose delivery was fastest using the Axial Mode, resulting 
in a significant reduction of average beam on time of 85% 
compared to treatment on a Linac (4:47 min vs. 32:42 min, 
p , 0.001) at the cost of high dose exposure of the normal 
brain. Except for Reg 0.6, all modalities achieved signifi-
cantly shorter beam on times than Linac-based treatment (see 
Table II). Treatment took longest with Reg 0.6 Mode (39:24 
min), but not significantly longer than the Linac plan. 

PTV Coverage

The dose distribution typical for linac-based radiosurgery 
with a dose peak in the center and a concentric dose fall-off 
could be reproduced with all HT techniques with a deviation  
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of 1/2 0.2 Gy of the surrounding 80% isodose (data not 
shown). Using two concentric rings for PTV definition in HT 
plans, similar dose gradients compared to Linac plans could 
be realised. 

Brain Exposure

Of all plans, Reg 0.6 Mode yielded minimal low dose 
exposure of normal brain tissue (see Table III): V10%

 could 
be reduced by 16% to 167 ml compared to treatment on 
a Linac. However, this reduction was not significant and 
was accompanied by a 21% increase in treatment time. 
In addition, all other dose levels examined showed a 
higher exposure of brain tissue in Reg 0.6 Mode com-
pared to Linac (V20%: 63 ml vs. 44 ml; V40%: 21 ml vs. 
15 ml; not significant). As high-dose exposure of healthy 
brain tissue is potentially harmful, V60% is the most criti-
cal parameter for the evaluation of brain sparing. For all 
HT techniques, V60% was higher than for Linac treatment, 
although the difference was not significant. The fastest 
treatment delivery (Axial Mode) produced the highest 
brain exposure in all dose levels examined (e.g. V60% 

21 ml vs. 9 ml). Reg 2.5 and DJDC 5 resulted in the sec-
ond highest brain exposure. RSS Mode is in an interim 
position between brain sparing and treatment time (RSS 
2.5: V10% 258 ml, V20% 98 ml, V40% 33 ml, V60% 17 ml, 
treatment time 10:22 min). 

Exposure of other Organs at Risk

In most cases, exposure of organs at risk other than the brain 
was identical in lincal and HT plans. All planning modali-
ties resulted in excellent sparing of brain stem, optic chiasm, 
optic nerve, eyes and lenses (data not shown). 

Figures 1 and 2 show an exemplary case of a large AVM with 
irregular geometry near the skull base. The cylindrical dose 
distribution in Axial Mode resulted in high brain exposure, 
the sharpest dose gradients could be realised with Reg 0.6 
Mode. In this AVM situated at the skull base near the right 
optic tract, sparing of the latter was superior with Reg 0.6 
Mode compared to all other HT modes but not to the Linac 
plan.

To our knowledge, this study is the first to show a compre-
hensive comparison of Linac-based radiosurgery to treatment 
with state-of-the art HT and future delivery techniques such 
as RSS and DJDC. The cases included in this study were spe-
cifically chosen to represent a broad spectrum regarding size, 
localisation and shape. This heterogeneity might account for 
the broad standard deviation in average treatment times and 
normal tissue exposure.

The Tomotherapy planning software is designed to cre-
ate a homogenous dose distribution in the target volume as 
opposed to the dose gradients typical for Linac-based radio-
surgery. We used hull structures as described in previous 
publications (26, 27) to mimic that typical dose distribution 
with an intratarget dose gradient, as the aim of this study was 
a plan comparison between HT techniques and Linac-based 
plans in terms of treatment speed and sparing of organs at 
risk. A topic of discussion beyond the scope of this article, 
however, could be if the “classical” inhomogeneous dose pat-
tern that is caused by technical requirements of linac-based 
radiosurgery is still contemporary. As modern radiotherapy 
devices become more and more widely available, radiosur-
gery with homogeneous dose to the target without a central 
dose peak is technically possible. If, however, this translates 
into a better brain sparing, both dosimetrically and clinically, 
remains to be investigated.

Currently used Tomotherapy machines are equipped with a 
binary MLC with a leaf width of 6.25 mm in the isocenter, 
whereas the MMLC used for brain radiosurgery in our depart-
ment has a minimal leaf width of 1.8 mm in the isocenter. 

Table II
Average treatment times for all delivery modes (in min:sec). Axial mode was significantly shorter than treatment on a Linac (p , 0.001). 

Reg 2.5 Reg 1 Reg 0.6 RSS 5 RSS 2.5 DJDC 5 Axial 5 Linac

Min:sec 11:30 1/2 5:30 19:42 1/2 9:16 39:24 1/2 19:03 9:03 1/2 1:17 10:22 1/2 8:35 6:30 1/2 1:59 4:47 1/2 1:19 32:42 1/2 8:46

Reg 5 “Regular” HT delivery; RSS 5 Running-Start-Stop; DJDC 5 Dynamic Jaw/Dynamic Couch.

Table III
Brain exposure. Average volume of brain tissue exposed to 10%-60% of 
the prescribed dose. Differences in brain exposure between the different 
treatment modes were not statistically significant. 

Brain volume (ml) Reg 2.5 Reg 1 Reg 0.6 RSS 5

V10% 288 6 176 191 6 137 167 6 126 259 6 181
V20% 107 6 86 71 6 63 63 6 60 98 6 85
V40% 34 6 32 23 6 23 21 6 21 33 6 34
V60% 16 6 16 11 6 12 10 6 11 17 6 18

Brain volume (ml) RSS 2.5 DJDC 5 Axial 5 Linac

V10% 228 6 162 271 6 188 289 6 201 199 6 200
V20% 86 6 77 106 6 95 114 6 103 44 6 58
V40% 29 6 29 36 6 36 41 6 43 15 6 20
V60% 14 6 15 17 6 19 21 6 24 9 6 11

Reg 5 “Regular” HT delivery; RSS 5 Running-Start-Stop; DJDC 5 Dynamic 
Jaw/Dynamic Couch.
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Figure 1: Example of an AVM with irregular geometry near the skull base in sagittal, coronal and axial sections (from left to right) for Reg 2.5, Reg 1,  
Reg 0.6, RSS 5, RSS 2.5, DJDC 5 and Axial Mode (Reg 5 “Regular” HT delivery, RSS 5 Running-Start-Stop, DJDC 5 Dynamic Jaw/Dynamic Couch).
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These dimensions make the limitations of HT in the treat-
ment of very small AVMs in terms of lateral dose gradients 
evident. In addition, a dose penumbra above and below the 
target has to be taken into account in “regular” HT. Future 
HT techniques such as RSS and DJDC promise to eliminate 
the latter drawback as previously shown for the treatment of 
nasopharyngeal cancer (28). Axial Mode which operates with 
a static couch appears to be the ideal tool for the fast treat-
ment of cylindrical lesions.

It is important to emphasise that these technologies and 
refinements of the Tomotherapy delivery are currently not 

available for clinical use. This was a purely theoretical plan-
ning comparison to explore the potential of these methods for 
small volume radiosurgery.

However, in this heterogeneous group of AVMs, HT could 
not provide substantial advantages compared to Linac-based 
treatment, neither in Regular Mode nor in more recently 
developed techniques. Even the research beam Reg 0.6, 
which provided the best brain sparing on low-dose levels, did 
not show substantial advantages compared to Linac plans in 
terms of treatment time. Most clinically important, all HT 
plans exposed bigger brain volumes to doses 60% of the 
prescription dose (average 12.75 Gy). It has been demon-
strated that the risk of permanent postradiosurgery sequelae 
is influenced by the localisation and the volume of brain 
receiving 12 Gy or more (29).

In this plan comparison study, we could not show a superior-
ity of future HT over Linac-based treatments of AVM. Yet, 
in some AVMs, HT could come up with superior plans: The 
patient with the best HT results had a C-shaped convex AVM 
directly above the brain stem. Reg 0.6 could reduce brain stem 
exposure and treatment time by more than 50%. In cases like 
this with a complex lesion directly above a critical structure 
but at some distance laterally, the coplanar dose application 
with HT shows benefits compared to non-coplanar linac-based 
treatment plans. Other AVMs with specific anatomy might 
benefit from the new techniques: For example, Axial with 
the barrel-shaped dose distribution (see Figure 1, lowest row) 
caused by the non-helical delivery with a static couch seems 
to be the ideal treatment mode for AVMs with a cylindrical 
shape not bigger than the maximum field width. In such a situ-
ation, treatment time might be reduced dramatically.

Very small field dosimetry during the opening and the clos-
ing of the jaws represents a major challenge for precise dose 
calculation and also for the technical realisation. These dif-
ficulties, however, are beyond the scope of this paper.

While treatment in a stereotactic headframe is possible with 
HT, the built-in MV fan beam CT allows for precise posi-
tion correction before treatment and therefore facilitates the 
treatment of patients that cannot tolerate the rigid fixation 
needed for stereotactic setup systems. With a thermoplastic 
mask, an evaluation in our department suggests an expected 
mean setup error of 0.2 mm in x-, 0.5 mm in y- and 1.1 mm 
in z-direction (30). A more recent publication on frame-less 
image-guided radiosurgery (31) reported an intrafractional 
average 3D error of 0.9 mm, causing decreased target cov-
erage and conformity. This effect could be abolished in the 
majority of cases by a safety margin of 1.0 mm. Thus, we 
believe that with modern IGRT devices, immobilisation with 
thermoplastic masks provides sufficient setup accuracy for 
radiosurgery.

Figure 2: Example of a linac-based treatment plan for the same patient as 
in Figure 2 in coronal (A), axial (B) and sagittal (C) section. 
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Unlike the DJDC treatment of nasopharyngeal cancer, this 
study failed to demonstrate the superiority of advanced HT 
techniques compared to Linac-based radiosurgery in the 
treatment of very small volumes. With the current versions 
of Reg, RSS, Axial and DJDC HT delivery, we could not 
demonstrate a benefit for radiosurgery with HT in young, 
healthy patients with a benign tumour and a long life expec-
tancy. Patient with brain metastases might benefit from faster 
treatments taking into account a slightly higher brain  
exposure. 

Conclusions

In this study, neither current nor future HT techniques outper-
formed linac-based radiosurgery in terms of brain exposure. 
Yet, HT radiosurgery might be beneficial for AVM with spe-
cial geometry as well as patients with brain metastases that 
benefit from shorter treatment times at the cost of a slightly 
higher brain exposure.
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